
Exa
mple
Economic information

Created on: 01.01.2000

Example AG
Examplestreet 77
7777 Specimen Town
active
Company limited by shares (AG) 
Consulting
CHE-xxx.xxx.xxx
CH-xxx.x.xxx.xxx-x
xxx
01.01.1999

Company:
Adress:

Status:
Legal form:
Sector:
UID:
Commercial register number: 
Commercial Registry Office:
Entry in the commercial register:

Estimate of credit rating

Assessment criterion

Company Status: 

Capital:

Contribution in kind/cash 

Audit institution: 

Payment delay: 

Payment history

Advice

active

completely paid

nunknown

not known or not available, although 
subject to mandatory audit 
pays within 30 days

Payment disturbances knwon

Notes on assessment:

The company is not aware of any auditors or is not subject to any auditing obligation. This has no 
direct impact on credit rating.

There are two payment record in risk class 4 that is between 12 and 24 months old.
There is one payment record in risk class 3 that is less than 12 months old.
There is one payment record in risk class 3 that is between 12 and 24 months old.
There are two payment record in risk class 2 that are between 12 and 24 months old. 
There is one payment record in risk class 1 that is less than 12 months old.
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Default risk

1 Amicable debt collection

low2 Debt collection proceedings or order for payment without further specification or order 
for payment with legal proposa

3 Continuation of debt collection or order for payment without legal proposal or threatened
with bankruptcy medium

4 Bankruptcy or composition proceedings or composition agreement or loss certificate or 
garnishment or comprehensive assistance or representative assistance high

Risk class       Description (Examples)
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Messages from collection offices

Date Type of payment
default

Amount claimed Outstanding amount* Date paid

13.12.2019 Last reminder CHF 84 CHF 230

10.05.2019 application for 
continuation of legal 
collection handed in

CHF 971 CHF 1681

10.12.2018 threat of bankruptcy CHF 3953 CHF 4485

21.04.2018 threat of bankruptcy CHF 5767 CHF 6557

*The open amount may be higher, as it may also include dunning and collection charges in addition to the amount
originally claimed. If the open amount is lower, partial payments may have been made.

Notifications from debt collection offices

Date Type of payment
defaults

Number of
debt collection

Amount
claimed

Outstanding
amount

23.04.2019 threat of bankruptcy

1

CHF 33045

16.11.2018 Promissory notes open CHF 309

01.11.2018 legal proposal CHF 297

12.09.2018 Order for payment 
without legal proposal

CHF 1221

07.09.2018 Payment summons CHF 2168

06.06.2018 Order for payment with 
legal proposa

CHF 56

CHF 33045

CHF 309

CHF 297 CHF 297

CHF 1221

CHF 2168

CHF 56

Debt collection office 
(9999 Musterstadt)

Debt collection office  
(9999 Musterstadt)

Debt collection office  
(9999 Musterstadt)

Debt collection office  
(9999 Musterstadt)

Debt collection office  
(9999 Musterstadt)

Debt collection office  
(9999 Musterstadt)

Gesamtbewertung mit Score inklusive Branchenvergleich 

Score: 250 

Industry cpmparison: 494

The score is a statistical measure that predicts the probability of a serious payment default. The score has a value
between 250 and 700 points. The higher the number of points, the less likely a payment default is. The score is
essentially determined by the following three factors: Number, status and degree of actuality of the known payment
defaults. The greater the number of individual events, the more serious the status of the individual event and the more
recent the individual events are, the higher their evaluation. The score of the queried company, the direct sector and the
average score of all companies in Switzerland are displayed.

Debt collection office
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Average payment behaviour for the last three invoices

Average payment behaviour for all the known invoices

Proportion of all invoices paid on time
41%

Figures

Turnover (CHF) Employees 

10-20 Mio.
07/2016
1-3

Kapital

Share capital
CHF    100,000
(fully paid up)

Aktien-Stückelung
1'000 shares at CHF 100

Number of capital changes
(Date of last change)
Zero since foundation
(01.01.1999)

Changes

Days since the change of domicile 1 year 2 months 26 days

Days since the change of name

Days since the change of audit 5 year 9 months 2 days

10 years 3 months 24 days

Management

From Until

Active (8)

 Name

Günther Beispiel

Function

Board of directors President 
Joint signature at two

22.05.2017

Heinz Mustermann Board of directors Member
Joint signature at two

19.05.2016

07/2016
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Peter Muster Managing director
Joint signature at two

17.12.2015

Jolanda Berg-Tal Joint signature at two 27.07.2015

Thomas Pfaff-Muster Joint signature at two 28.04.2015

Klaudia Beispielmann Joint signature at two 28.01.2015

Dirk Muster-Nacht Joint signature at two 30.07.2014

Rudolf Musterbeispiel Joint signature at two 30.07.2014

Torsten von Muster Joint signature at two 30.04.2013

26.06.2012

From

Joint signature at two

Function

Joint signature at two 19.05.2016 21.05.2017

Brigitta von Beispiemann Joint signature at two 26.06.2012 27.04.2014

Robert Fritzer-Musterbeispiel Joint signature at two 24.05.2011 18.05.2016

Roberta Musterfrau Joint signature at two 21.11.2010 27.01.2015

Jörg zum Beispiel

Persons who have left the company 

Name

Jörg Sr. zum Beispiel

Ownership sctructure

Ownership sctructure

Name Share of holding Until

No information on the ownership structure is known to us.

Holdings

Name Share of holding Until

No information on holdings is known to us.

Purpose

Direkte oder indirekte Beteiligung an Unternehmen aller Art in der Schweiz und im Ausland, insbesondere im Bereich der 
Sanitärbranche und von verwandten langlebigen Gebrauchsgütern sowie anderen verwandten Bereichen; die 
Gesellschaft kann Unternehmen gründen, sich an schon bestehenden beteiligen oder sie finanzieren sowie Grundstücke 
im In- und Ausland erwerben, belasten und veräussern.
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Active auditors (1)

Name City Since Until

BeispielRevision AG Zürich 01.01.2004

Former auditor (Unbekannt)

Other company names

SOGC notifications

Date: 02.02.2018 
Publication number: xxxxxxx 
Category:  Change in management

Example AG, in Musterhausen CHE-xxx.xxx.xxx, Aktiengesellschaft (SHAB No. xx of 22.05.2017, Publ. 
xxxxxx). Retired persons and expired signatures: Reinhard, Dr. Muster, German citizen, in Musterstadt, 
Managing Director, with collective signature of two. Newly registered or mutating persons: Beispielmann, Dr. 
Klaudia, von Musterwil, in Musterhausen, Managing Director, with joint signature for two [previously: in 
Zurich]; Beispielmann, Martin, von Musterwil, in Musterdorf, Managing Director, with joint signature for two; 
Pfaff-Muster, Thomas, Dutch citizen, in Musterwil, Musterhausen, Managing Director, with joint signature for 
two [previously: in Zurich].

Date: 22.05.2017
Publication number: xxxxxxx
Category: Change in management

Example AG, in Musterhausen CHE-xxx.xxx.xxx, Aktiengesellschaft (SHAB No. xxx of 27.09.2016, Publ. 
xxxxxx). Retired persons and expired signatures: For example, Jörg Sr., Norwegian citizen, in model city, 
member of the Board of Directors, with collective signature of two. Registered persons new or mutating: For 
example, Günther, von Musterdorf, in Musterstadt, member of the board of directors, with collective 
signature of two.

Date: 27.09.2016
Publication number: xxxxxxx
Category: Change in management

Example AG, in Musterhausen CHE-xxx.xxx.xxx, Aktiengesellschaft (SHAB No. xxx of 23.06.2016, Publ. 
xxxxxx). Registered persons new or mutating: Baumuster, Martin, von Beispieldorf, in Musterbach ZH, 
managing director, with collective signature of two.

Usage information

All information provided in this report is strictly confidential and may only be used for the agreed purpose. Any other use or disclosure to
third parties (also within a group or holding) is prohibited without the written consent of Moneyhouse and/or CRIF. All information
contained in the report merely provides the customer with a basis for making business decisions on his own responsibility. Moneyhouse
and CRIF disclaim any liability in this regard. The liability for the correctness of the data contained as well as any further liability in
connection with this report is excluded as far as legally possible. In addition, the General Terms and Conditions of Moneyhouse apply in
their current version.
Source: CRIF




